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You will get addicted!
Join thousands of iSeries developers
who are thrilled about RPG-Alive, the
leading RPG Editing and Analysis Tool.
Code Analysis.
RPG-Alive is the only iSeries tool to provide a real-time
code outline for RPG. No more printing out the program
and drawing with highlighters! Your conditions and loops
are automatically highlighted as you edit your code. The
outline adjusts on-the-fly as you make changes. This
feature alone saves RPG-Alive customers countless hours
(and headaches)!

Syntax Highlighting.
Put that RPG book away! Save time by having RPG syntax
demonstrated to you as you work. See the required and
optional fields of any RPG operation without having to
prompt the line.
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FREE Trial

www.RPGAlive.com
1 Minute Installation

Name: Todd Jordan
Company: Fiserv
"I am completely addicted to your product! I work in some
monster programs and it really does save quite a bit of time,
especially in the older code where people only use the END op
code instead of the ENDxx op code. Thank you very much! "
Name: Eric Krajci
Company: Purolator Products Company
"This is a utility that rocks! Great for looking at other people's
code and making sense of it in a fraction of the time it used to
take. Best money spent on any utility. Thanks. "

Keyword Auto-completion.
Achieve faster and more accurate code entry with RPGAlive’s cursor-positioning and keyword auto-completion
features. Automatically complete RPG operations, built-in
functions, subroutine names, and more.

Work offline away from the iSeries.
Want to work away from the office? You can…
with “RPG-Alive GUI”, RPG-Alive’s PC-based counterpart!
RPG-Alive GUI is a great standalone RPG editor packed
with numerous graphical features you won’t find anywhere
else.

Name: David Tiefenbrunn
Company: Owner Operators Independent Drivers Inc.
"This is the best product I have ever used on the AS400!"
Name: Jim Kucharik
Company: Victaulic Company of America
"Your product has won the hearts of our programmers!"
Name: Gabriel Palomero
Company: Grupo Estampaciones Sabadell
"It's wonderful! I've recommended it to all AS/400
programmers I know! Thanks for a great tool!"
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